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Abstract
This study explored the gender differences in play choice in a kindergaiien classroom in rural
Illinois. Kinderga1ien expectations suppo1i free choice time to enhance classroom behavior,
interactions with peers, and conflict resolution. Paiiicipants were 12 male students and 11
female students in one general education classroom. Students were given an individual survey to
label vaiious pictures of toys as being for males, females, or both males and females. Parent
questio1maires were sent home to measure what children play with outside of school hours.
Results suggested that (a) it may be imp01iant to display images that include both males and
females in the content they study, (b) classroom toys can be more varied than the toys children
have at home, and (c) students pick up on teacher attitudes and may benefit from groups that
promote cross-gender play. Results ai·e discussed in tenns of implications for the kindergaiien
classroom, as well as breaking gender stereotype nonns to promote gender neutrality.
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Introduction

A child in the first years of his or her school career must learn not only the curriculum
that is set in place, but also learn to interact with peers approp1iately. Children's social skills are
enhanced by pretend play, and pretend play also exercises different types of cognitive skills that
involve different levels of complexity (Li, Hestenes, &Wang, 2016). Play can recreate or
challenge social norn1s where children engage in the larger social culture, and through play
students learn to analyze their actions and those of their peers (Yoon, 2014). Play can be seen as
an avenue in shaping cultures because behaviors established in childhood are continued tlu·ough
generations (Lynch, 2014). Over time and with ample oppmiunity, social competencies develop
through play and transfer to children's everyday behaviors (Lynch, 2015). Educators, especially
at the primary level, are to provide an environment that promotes social learning with equitable
materials that challenge gender stereotypes that may already exist for five year olds (Gray &
Leith, 2004).
Data suggests that there is differentiated spending on clothing and toys by child's gender,
which could play a role in gender development. Parents tend to pay more attention to how girls
look and focus more on boys' activities when making purchases for their children (Karbownik &
Mysck, 2017). In the classroom, the media repo1is a crisis in male underachievement in reading,
while girls do not perform as well in the areas of math and science; boys are socialized to expect
more attention whereas girls get and expect much less attention (Gray & Leith, 2004). Again, in
the classroom teachers perceive girls to be more motivated, better-behaved, and less demanding
than male counterpmis (Gray & Leath, 2004). Children learn early that the notion of brilliance is
a male quality; over time girls shy away from activities because their self-perception of being
"really, really smmi" is low (Bian, Leslie, & Cimpian, 2017). The stereotypes of male
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intelligence in math and science, and females outperfom1ing males in the area of reading may
limit future career paths. This becomes evident, for example, by lower numbers of women in the
fields of mathematics, physics, and philosophy (Retelsdorf, Schwartz, & Asbrock, 2015).
Researchers have suggested that children may be praised more for engaging in stereotypical
gender play (e.g. boys play with blocks while girls play in the housekeeping area) which sends a
gender specific message to young boys and girls that can contribute to biased attitudes in
children (Evans, 1998). When reviewing classroom texts, women are generally po1irayed in
nurturing roles as mothers or nurses, while men are pmirayed in dangerous or exciting
occupations such as firefighters or train engineers. The school mate1ials, cuniculum, and teacher
attitudes towards gender can affect children's play preferences and their perceptions of the
gender appropriateness of a task (Thorne, 1993 ).
Play is impmiant and also that peers, parents, teachers, and social norms shape the style
and play mate1ials with which students play. This research study focused on examining if there
were differences in student play choice based on gender in a kindergaiien classroom. This study
also examined what toys or activities kindergarten students paiiicipate in when given a choice.
The purpose of this study was to examine patterns and peer interactions in free play. Findings
will assist educators in the early childhood realm of teaching with the setup of their classrooms;
providing ideas for play choices and how to encourage students to break through social nom1s
based on gender and play.
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Literature Review
The Importance of Free Play
In the state of Illinois there are vaiious Social Emotional Leaming Standards (SEL) that
the school and educator are responsible for teaching that can be practiced in free play times
(ISBE, n.d.). The standards addressed in this study are: recognizing that others may experience
situations differently from oneself, identify ways to work and play well with others, demonstrate
approp1iate social and classroom behavior, and identify approaches to resolving conflicts
constrnctively (ISBE, n.d.). Play time is an opportunity for kids to build socialization skills and
offer contexts for children to learn about themselves and their social lives (Pearce & Bailey,
2011). Play time allows for children to take the perspective of others' intentions, and
understanding their needs (Newton & Jenvey, 2011; Thorne, 1993; Weisman, 2016).
Play time is not only a break from academic cuniculum, but also a learning experience
for children to learn to compromise and solve disputes (Tsai, 2015). SEL guidance suggests that
play should be considered a factor in promoting learning and development; it enables social
interactions between children and others (Li, Hestenes, & Wang, 2016). Social play allows
children to become more creative, gives them practice in explaining verbal meanings, and brings
about more confidence in experimenting with new activities (Lynch, 2015). Aside from the SEL
standards, there is another instrument put in place at the kindergarten level that requires teachers
to look at a child's social play and interaction with peers.
New to the state of Illinois effective in year 2017, kindergmien teachers will be
responsible for documenting students' academic growth and social emotional development
(SED) using the online Kindergaiien Individual Development Survey or KIDS Assessment
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(California Depaiiment of Education, 2015). SED domains Four and Five look at episodes of
cooperative play and pretend play, how a child initiates and organizes play, and how a child
understands feelings and thoughts of oneself and others (California Depmiment of Education,
2015). Due to the importance and transference of social skills from the play environment to the
academic setting and overall atmosphere of the classroom, p1imary school children can
experience up to 600 play times a year (Pearce & Bailey, 2011). Play requires practice in
dialogue, imagery, engineering, and abstract thinking. The time children spend playing should
not only be seen as a break from academics, but a continuation ofleaming (Paley, 2009). School
may become more stressful for the younger ages when play (a stress reliever) is minimized or
taken out of the day (Miller & Almon, 2009).
Social interaction is different in distinct contexts and in paiiicular types of play, like
locomotor or pretend play for example; social interaction, though, is more impmiant for social
and emotional development than the type of play (Newton & Jenvey, 2011). The benefits of play
are numerous: it breaks down boundaries between imagination and reality, helps with cognitive
development, language development increases, emotional development is heightened, provides
an oppmiunity for creativity, and gives children an oppmiunity to practice coping strategies (Li,
Hestenes, Wang, 2016). Participation in groups that target social skills guides children in
learning how to express themselves and develop skills to manage emotional and social distress,
along with free time to practice these skills, will help to keep students actively engaged in
learning (Allen & Barber, 2015).
Many experts contend children are deprived of at least two years of spontaneous,
imaginative play due to the heavy cmTiculum policies put in place for the pseudo-first graders
(Paley, 2009). Kindergarten expectations today minor those expectations of first graders in the
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past. No longer are children spending most of their time learning through play and exploration,
exercising bodies, and using their imaginations throughout the day. Some argue that new
learning strategies are not backed by research and are not developmentally approp1iate (Miller &
Almon, 2009). However, the KIDS Assessment and SEL Standards expect that fanning social
skills at the early childhood level is still imp01iant. Research studies have demonstrated play to
develop academic knowledge and social skills with alternative philosophies like those of Maiia
Montessori or Reggio Emilia (Rich, 2015). Play increases the likelihood that students form
friendships which will continue to grow as the school year progresses.

Friendship and Play
Students want to form relationships with peers in their classrooms. Friendships appear to
be built through repeated interactions around co1mnon interests and shared activities (Yoon,
2014). As young children get older it is typical for them to engage in greater amounts of social
play; over time and with practice their abilities to display skills of cooperation, adaption, and
sharing become more developed (Newton & Jenvey, 2011). Children often fall into at least two
categories during times of solitary play, as children are learning to play with one another they
often play alongside each other. In one solitary play category children are withdrawn during
social play opp01iunities due to fear and anxiety. While others, in the second solitary play
category, are more inclined to paiiicipate in solitary activities because their motivation to interact
with peers is low (Coplan, Ooi, Rose-Krasnor, & Nocita, 2014). Emotions can be seen without
the proper support and guidance to work tbrnugh these new situations. Activities like free choice
play allow time for children to develop problem solving skills, flexibility, and the ability to make
c01mections to reality (Allen & Barber, 2015). If imaginative play is absent from a classroom,
then a child's options are more limited. Play provides an outlet or opp01iunities to alleviate such
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problems as loneliness, transition from home, awkwardness with others, pathways to a fiiend,
and the necessity of belonging to a group (Paley, 2009).
At some point a child tends to gravitate towards others of the same gender, which may be
due to similar interests, perceptions of a social nom1, or perhaps a third, undetected variable
(Thome, 1993). Gender segregation seems to staii early, and peak at ages eight-eleven (Pearce
& Bailey, 2011; Thome, 1993). Females in early childhood years are more likely to choose
family roles, while males are more likely to choose adventure roles (Aina & Cameron, 2011).
Boys tend to engage in more concrete pretend play than girls, and girls at times engage in more
abstract pretend play than boys (Li, Hestenes, & Wang, 2016). What this means is that boys tend
to choose any kind of tangible, hands-on play where the child uses his body or hai1ds to
manipulate things. On the other hand, girls are more willing or able to play and learn in a more
hands-off maimer with pictures and conmmnicating with each other. Gender play appears both
socially constructed and socially reinforced, but such roles are fluid and subject to change.
Children ages two to five go through social and emotional growth; they move from being
dependent on their parents to more independence. Play provides oppo1iunities for children to
move through the six levels of play according to Mildred Pmien' s (1932) classic study that
include unoccupied behavior, onlooker behavior, solitary play, parallel play, associative play,
and cooperative play. Unoccupied behavior describes children who are not involved in play,
they wander around the room. Onlooker behavior can be seen when children are watching others
from a distance, but are not involved with the playing that is happening. Children who are
engaged in play, but are playing alone describes solitary play. The level of parallel play happens
when two children are side-by-side but are not interacting with each other. When two children
play with each other this level is called associative play. The final stage that preschool to
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kindergaiien aged children can attain is called cooperative play; this is the most mature level of
social interaction when children play in groups that have a shared goal. Cooperative play
provides opp01iunities for children to practice negotiation, division oflabor, taking roles, and
organizing themes of play (Penson, 1986; Pelligrini, 2009, Parten, 1932). The impo1iance of
children reaching cooperative play is not only impo1iant for safety and a sense of belonging in
the classroom, but is also a necessity when teachers introduce group work during the academic
hours of the school day. Social interactions that are learned in play can be translated into how
students work together outside of play time.
Even in early grades, children's social standing can be seen within their play relationships
by the identities that they take on with toys or objects that are prized in peer culture (Wohlwend,
2009). Within free choice time it is imp01iant that children are relatively free from adult
intrusion and direction; this enables them to practice self-regulation, ownership, control, problem
solving skills, and to have a hand in their own learning. While following rules for safety in the
classroom and outside, researchers observed children appear to value a time in their day free
from structure, being able to make choices, and having time to themselves (Wood, 2014). At
early grades the teachers can have more of an impact of the type of classroom that is established
that is equitable for both males and females based on culture and materials.

Teacher Impact on Play Choice
When looking at the makeup of early childhood classrooms, more often than not there is
a female teacher sunounded by her young learners. In the profession of teaching it is usually not
until middle or high school grades that the rise of male teachers becomes apparent (Lynch,
2015). Teachers may need help in organizing classrooms and play in more gender equitable
ways (Lynch, 2014). Many teachers explain that play has been excluded from their school day,
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or do not include play-based centers in their classroom ( even though they know this is how
students learn best) because time is taken away from mandated activities. Kindergaiien teachers
shared anonymously online they feel pressure to prepare children for later fonnal education
(Lynch, 2015). From the same online discussion many kindergaiien teachers also described the
belief that children aniving from preschool are unprepared. In reality, children may simply be
too young for the academically focused cuniculum (Miller & Almon, 2009). Children enter
school seeking warmth and admiration of those within their classroom. Good teachers
continuously examine their classroom envirom11ent to check that an inclusive home for every
child is being provided (Paley, 2009). Many teachers and administrators argue that opportunities
for children to play and explore are being ignored. To address their concern, teachers should be
given tips and trainings on how to be more creative with academic lessons (Rich, 2015).
However, lessons should still allow the students to use their skills to solve various problems.
Teachers, intentionally or not, have expectations for their students that is shaped, to some
extent, by gender. Male students receive more attention based on behavior intervention and
volunteer oppo1iunities, while female students are more likely to be inactive paiiicipants in all
aspects of school life (Evans, 1998). Male students are more likely to be picked by the teacher
for leadership roles within groupings in the classroom where female students are seen as having
strong interactive skills that support cooperation (Maccoby, 1990; Maccoby, 2000). The effects
of teachers' stereotypes of students can be seen in their academic self-concept, or their belief that
they are skilled in a certain area. There is negative impact on academics regarding gender
stereotypes; female perfonnance on mathematics tests is affected, while scores for males in
reading and writing are negatively impacted (Retelsdorf, Schwartz, As bro ck, 2015). Teachers
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can persuade children with books, play materials, and lessons to break the ideas of gender norms
to support intellectual ability and influence children's interests (Bian, Leslie, Cimpian, 2017).
There may be a natural tendency for the female teacher to interfere with a male
student's choice of play because she may not understand the ways young boys play (Thorne,
1993). Teachers can interfere with play when it can increase the child's social skills and level of
participation: for those who tend to play by themselves, for the child who plays repetitive and
simple games, to govern behavior in questions, and to help students find a solution to conflicts
(Tsai, 2015). In other instances, it is important for teachers to take a step back and allow
students to learn to communicate with each other, work through conflict, and find their own
ways to bring out their creativity within. When play connects with education, teachers are urged
to infuse their literacy materials with masculine topics : science fiction, superheroes, horror
themes, and those including video game characters (Wohlwend, 2009). Girls' interests are
characterized as already aligning with school cuniculum, implying that no special attention is
needed to appeal to girls (Wohlwend, 2009). When a child is enrolled in kindergaiien, he or she
has already had five years of play practice with preschool or neighborhood fi.iends, siblings or
cousins, and with parents. Boys and girls may come to school with attitudes towards types of
play before the teacher even has a chance to work with or observe specific groups of students.

Impact on Play Choice from Other Relationships
When looking at gender differences in play choice with young children; peers, siblings,
and parents may play a significant role in a child's attitude or perception of a certain toy or play
style. It is a challenge to detem1ine the extent that children anive at school with gendered
preferences and what is influenced by the school enviromnent (Lynch, 2014). Young children
do not initially understand toys as gendered. They rapidly learn that ce1iain toys align with
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stereotypical notions of boyhood or girlhood; which influences their toy choices (Francis, 2010).
The choices that children make within free time can be influenced by home-based cultures,
toddlers that play with older children, ethnicity, social class, ability/disability, and gender.
Within free play time children are seen to have to earn and learn their play with peers, while
some children enjoy adult-directed activities and will choose that over freedom (Wood, 2014).
Gender of children has been shown to influence parent decisions in many imp01iant dimensions.
Attitudes towards gendered preferences that stem from home can be seen within the
classroom, and shared with other students as well. Children have reported that their parents
would not approve of most cross gender play, especially within the father-son relationship (Aina
& Cameron, 2011). Females have more flexibility in their "tomboy" play than males perceived
as effeminate with play choice (Weisman, 2016; Evans, 1998; Thome, 1993). Lev Vygotsky
(2011) shares that imitation and instruction are components to children's development. Adults
role-model behavior and pass along cultural meanings to objects and events based on gender to
their children whether it be intentional or unintentional (Aina & Cameron, 2011). Children learn
to be kind to others during play. When children are playing they learn to recognize another's
pain, and identify with feelings and issues that come about even in make-believe characters
(Paley, 2009). Children are observant and intelligent beings that pick up on attitudes from those
that they trust the most, these attitudes are then imitated in the child's own style and preference
of play. Play preference is then reiterated as socially acceptable when a child walks down the
aisles at a supem1arket, or watches any shows and c01mnercial on television. As previously
stated, the importance of gender neutral play choices transfer within the classroom into the
academic setting; children may break social nom1s, become interested in subjects that are
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traditionally respected by the opposite gender, and impact future career choices and attitudes
towards each other based on gender.

Impact on Play Choice from Media and Advertising
The media and marketing shape children and play, in paiiicular. Stores like Walmart,
Target, Toys "R" Us, Disney, KB Toys, and Fat Brain Toys benefit or depend on the everchanging market for children's wants and needs. Children are the center of gender specific bed
sheets, towels, bandages, clothes, school supplies, toys, and furniture. These items can be found
in stores in pink and blue aisles for shopping by gender (Aina & Cameron, 2011). Even with the
increase of online shopping available for consumers, choices for everything listed above and
more can be found under tabs labeled for boys or girls. For example, young girls, ages three to
five years are the target market for Disney P1incess retail line. On one level the p1incesses
inspire children to replay plots and scripts that shape children's play, and on another level the
characters that the girls become convey identities that relate to societal beliefs about gender even
in childhood (Wohlwend, 2009). Girls learn at an early age to consistently need help from boys,
where boys learn that they need to be the tough hero that comes in to save the day.
Early childhood is situated in an increasingly commercialized landscape of consumer
goods that po1iray the social nonns (Wohlwend, 2012). Children draw from popular culture
resources such as television, toys, digital texts, and music and fit themselves into groups around
shared interests based on these cultural tools (Y0011, 2014 ). When ce1iain toys are available for
boys in an aisle marked "boy aisle", or have a ce1iain stereotyped color for the girls (i.e. pink) it
promotes the separation of play by gender. Children gain an early understanding of what it is
they are supposed to be playing, or at an early age feel out of place from their same-gendered
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counterpaiis if they are interested in different types of toys or activities that are considered
nom1al.
While teachers are feeling the pressure to push academics at levels as early as preschool
so that their students will be ready for kindergaiien, there is still an immense impmiance to
include play within the school day. Children create a welcoming c01mnunity within the
classroom walls when given oppo1iunity to play and interact with one another. When a child is
given a choice, his or her play choices can be swayed by the teacher, parents or peers, and social
1101111s set in place through toys and media. This study will explore the play choices of children
in a kindergaiien classroom, and give insight to teachers to step back and assess their own play
materials or attitudes towards gendered play that their students may absorb.

Methods
In order to examine student play choice in kindergaiien, I used my own classroom of 23
students as my data sample. My classroom maintains the nonnal class size for the kindergaiien
building, and is nearly perfectly balanced when looking at numbers based on gender with 12
male students and 11 female students. Each day my students have a block of time to play
outdoors as well as indoors to ensure that data is recorded. My classroom has a kitchen area,
tubs of Legos, puzzles, books, and an entire cart filled with various containers of table top toys
for students to choose from during free choice play.
I use grounded theory as a theoretical framework (Birks & Mills, 2011; Channaz, 2014).
This inductive and qualitative approach enables consideration of the diverse data that frequently
emerges in a teacher's classroom. I observed, collected, organized, analyzed, and extracted
meaning from the diverse sources.

15
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The data tools that were used during my study included a parent survey (see Appendix
A), teacher-researcher observations during play periods, as well as individual student interviews
(see Appendix B). The classroom has limited resources, so the parent survey provided more
info1111ation as to what toys or activities each child can be found partaking in at home. This
parent survey provided in depth infonnation to the makeup of each child's family which may
alter attitudes in play choice. The teacher observation data contained an open coding system to
find trends and preferences in student play choice based on gender. The student interview
consisted of open ended questions at the beginning, then moved into showing each child images
ahoys to identify as toys that can be played with by girls, boys, or both girls and boys. The
student interview po1iion allowed for comments to fmiher explain a child's reasoning behind
their choice for each image.
After reviewing the data found, I was able to quantify parent responses, student choice
based on observation, and attitudes on play choice from student perspectives. I noted how some
students may veer from what is to be expected by social nonns in play choice. I also noted the
trends of play choice based on gender to give an overall idea of what activities a teacher can
supply his or her class with to promote a less restrictive environment.
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved all elements to this research. All ethical
guidelines will be followed including, but not limited to, data collection and storage,
confidentiality, and proper safety protocols should any be warranted.

Results
Student responses to questions asked during the student interview (see Appendix B)
showed many interesting trends that became apparent. Most of the girls (n = 9/11; 81 % ) had the
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favorite color of either pink, purple, or the rainbow; while boys (n = 9/12; 75%) had the favorite
color blue or red to fit the gender stereotyped colors that one would find with most toys. Girls
rep01ted that their fav01ite toys to play with were makeup, My Little Pony, Palace Pets, books,
Amelican Girl Dolls, coloring, Barbies, Shopkins, and princesses. Boys reported that their
fav01ite toys were cars, trains, robots, motorcycles, video games, Legos, Nerf Guns, Ninja
Tmtles, super heroes such as Batman, and Transformer toys. The final open ended question
asked students if there is a section for boys and a section for girls when they go shopping to buy
a new toy; students (n = 20/23; 87%) affinned the separation of toy aisles for girls and boys.
When asked how the students know there is a separation they had responses that showed girls
play with dolls, Barbi es, babies, princesses, teddy bears, "girl Legos", pink aisles, princess
costumes, and My Little Pony. The separation of aisles for boys in the words ofkindergaiteners
indicated that boys' aisles have super heroes, Legos, cars, dragons, magnets, dinosaurs, doctor
costumes, sharp stuff, guns, remote control things, swords, and are the color blue.
Table 1

Results f,-om Student Interview
Toy/Tyge of Play
Books
Kitchen
Store
Puppets
Puzzles
Dress Up
Tools
Singing
Dancing
Cars
Trains
Animals
Pretending to be
Reading Fairy Tales

Girls (G)
1
8
5
7
3
8
1
14
15
0
3
4
8
12

Boys (B)
1
4
4
1
4
0
18
2
0
20
7
4
4

2

Both (BT)
21
11
14
15
16
15
4
7
8
3
13
15
11
9
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0
13
Playing games like
2
9
Super Hero Dolls
0
19
Barbie
2
House
3
14
Spo1is
0
Blocks
2
8
12
Legos
0
4
2
Ali
Magnets
3
9
School
5
1
Table I. Paiiicipant's responses from the individual student interview.
Note. There were 12 boys and 11 girls.

17

10
12
4

18
9

13
11

17
11
17

Table 1 shows student responses to labeling pictures of toys for girls (G), boys (B), or
both boys and girls (BT). After students were asked to look at va1ious pictures of toys it became
evident that items such as Barbi es (except Ken), dress up, reading Fairy Tales, singing, and
dancing are reserved for girls according to kindergarteners. The kindergarteners claimed that
toys such as tools, cars, most super heroes, spo1is, and Legos are reserved for boys. Some
anomalous examples that were exceptions to the general rules included Wonder Woman super
heroes for girls, girls are able to play soccer and softball, and also Cinderella Legos for girls.
Toys or activities that kindergaiieners see as being acceptable for both boys and girls are reading
books, playing in the kitchen or store, having puppet shows, doing puzzles, trains, animals,
house, blocks, aii, and school. The parent interviews confirn1ed the student responses in most
cases when looking at favorite color and choices of play.
Parent responses indicated that the parents of females were more likely to strongly agree
or disagree to different play choices at home. The play choices that females enjoy at home that
had definite sep aration from the rest were playing in the kitchen, dress up, dancing, singing,
stuffed animals, playing house, aii, and school. Female parents responded that their daughters
can be constantly found m aking pretend food for the family, their daughters like to dress up as
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princesses, make up songs or sing some from popular movies, and involving siblings or stuffed
animals in different play scenarios such as passengers on an airplane or students in the
classroom. Female parents strongly disagreed with the question pertaining to dressing up as a
space person or soldier; one parent even indicated that they will build rockets with boxes but
their daughter will decorate the boxes rather than pretend to be an astronaut. Other parent
conm1ents included that one family does not allow Barbie dolls for their daughter, "I think she
likes everything on the list", one kinderga1ien student enjoys various skills involved with
athletics but won't play organized sports for long or at all, and makeup (especially lipstick) is a
favorite. Many parents stated that the families did not do a search for ce1iain types of toys at
home, so while their child ,nay enjoy the activity it is not witnessed at home. Another parent
response also rep01ied that their daughter "unfo1iunately loves TV" and does not always get a lot
of play time at home. Parent responses confinned that aside from two girls choosing blue, the
rest of the kindergarten girls have the favorite color of purple, pink, or the rainbow.
Parent responses from male students indicated that their feelings of play choices were not
as strong as those of their female counterparts. Most responses were that their male child will
play with most of the toys or activities listed. The few that stood out among the rest as toys or
activities that boys enjoy were playing dress up, building with Legos, aii, playing in a kitchen,
trucks, cars, trains, and participating in sp01is. The only activities according to male parents'
responses that their son strongly does not enjoy playing are Barbies and house. Male parent
comments on the interview indicate that their son's favo1ite thing to do is dress up, especially as
super heroes or as someone in ce1iainjobs like a doctor or police man. Legos appeared as a
favo1ite very often in parent comments as their son loving to build, or an activity that happens at
home all the time. One parent admitted that their son does not have a play kitchen so they love
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to cook or bake in the real kitchen together. Other parents responded that their sons play with
football or baseball figmines, can be found more outside riding bikes or swiim11ing, is learning
chess, and loves items that involve Pokemon, Star Wars, and Lego Bionicles. More often on the
male parent responses the bubble labeled "not sure" was marked, especially for activities or toys
that are more nonnally associated with female stereotypes. Parent responses also confirm that
the favorite colors for males are a bit more widespread with choices such as orange, blue, green,
red, and yellow as their favo1ites.
When parent responses are divided by families that are made up of many children vs.
families with only one child it was thought that there may be some obvious differences in play
choice. However, there were no distinct differences in answers when responses were divided by
children with siblings vs. children with no siblings. Favorite color choices tended to match what
is thought nonnal by gender stereotypes. No patterns could be reported to show that children
with siblings tend to be more open or willing to play with what is considered appropriate toys for
the opposite gender. While it also could not be reported that only children have stronger feelings
for or against certain toys based on what is that social 1101111 for gender stereotypes.
Discussion

When conducting the student interview, it appeared that when toys advertise with boys
and girls, it is deemed gender neutral by the child and this shaped the answer. It might have been
different had there been a singular gender. This shows the importance of representation in books,
pictures, etc. Kids need to see themselves in the content they study. Interestingly, students were
not only able to label toys with their opinions of appropriate gender, but also with their
appropriate age with comments of different toys being for babies. Student c01m11ents showed
that if a student had a brother or sister that enjoys a toy or activity this may have shaped the
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answer. In the classroom, a teacher may witness that children gravitate towards the same toys
daily based on what children play with at home or what their friends like to play with. It may be
beneficial and easy to rotate the toys that are available for free choice time so that not all toys are
accessible each day; this may promote children playing with toys that they may not nonnally
choose.
Moms playing in kitchens, dads having fmmy dances, or teachers being females also
shaped their answers for some of the questions about toy kitchens, dancing, and playing school.
The impo1iance of this being that life experiences weigh heavy on children and their perceptions
about what is socially acceptable as a male or female. Again, incorporating images, literature, or
promoting ideas that go against social gender nonns may assist in shaping the classroom
enviromnent. For example, showing males that cook, males and females enjoying dancing, or
that males can lead a classroom too may change how children see the world and what
opp01iunities are there not only in play but for future career choices as well.
After examining parent interviews and observing students in the classroom, it appears
that many play choices at school can suppo1i students to choose items that are not so strongly
considered male or female. At the age of five or six, children can express there are differences in
what are normally boys and girls toys, but can also express it is not wrong to play with these
toys. Also, while it may seem like the toys in a classroom are limited, they may be more than
what a child has at home, or may be more varied than what families can provide for their
children. So by providing a wide variety of toys for children to play with and supp01iing play
time, children may learn to break gender stereotypes in the classroom.
When observing students in the classroom, it appeared that occasionally males and
females will intennix with each other to play with many different types of toys nonnally
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considered male or female. This shows that when groups are mixed in gender, decisions have to
be made to ensure that each member of the group is content with the chosen activity. The idea of
compromise may promote playing with toys that one would not nonnally choose if they were
playing alone or with a group of children that were made up of the same gender. In the
classroom, one of the learning centers could be a play center where the teacher has groups set
that include both males and females having to play with one another. Usually in free choice time
the teacher will not decide who each child plays with, but if it is a paii of groups that already
happen in the classroom at an academic time it may be easy to promote cross-gender play.
It is also apparent that the students pick up on the teacher attitude set in place at the

beginning of the school year; often times students will repeat that "pink isn't a color just for
girls" or "there's no such thing as girl's colors and boy's colors", "boys can play with Barbies
too" and "my friend (female) just built the biggest tower I've ever seen!" This being said, it is
imp01iant for the teacher to make positive conunents about play choices and create a comfo1iable
play envirom11ent that promotes different types of play for both male and female students.

Limitations
No study is without limitations. The limitations of this research project include the choice
of toys that were already in the kindergarten classroom. The student interview piece involved
mainly toys that the teacher researcher had available in her classroom. It is possible that there
are other toys that could have been added for the student interview, and to be made available at
kindergarten play times. Again on the student interview, there was enough space to write student
comments but when conducting the interviews it was challenging for students to come up with
responses as to why they answered the way they did.
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Other noted limitations involving the parent survey was that not all families (n = 18/23;
78%) returned the questi01maire, so while it was still enough to gain infon11ation, it was not a
complete picture of the entire kindergarten classroom. Also on the parent surveys, the families
knew that the researcher was looking at types of play according to gender and some of the
responses were marked unsure as to not sway evidence one way or another. Parents may have
answered in a way that they thought may impress the researcher, or to make it seem like their
child plays with all toys in spite of gender appropriateness.
As a school and distlict, we try to limit our recognition of demographic vaiiables to only
what is necessary for instruction. I, therefore, did not seek to extrapolate meaning from children
of divorce, pove1iy, or reckless instability. As a teacher, I recognize the impacts and implications
of demography but it was not the intent of this particular study.
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Appendix A
Parent Questionnaire
Sex ofK.indergaiiener: M

F

Age and Gender of Siblings: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Child's Favo1ite Color:

-------------

Please mark the appropriate response that matches how you see your kinderga1iner playing at
home for each statement below:
Strongly Disagree Not Sure
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
Child reads pictme books

0

0

0

Q

0

Any comments about picture books your child reads?

Child likes to cook or play in a toy
kitchen

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Any comments about coo/ring?

Child likes to play store
Any comments about playing store?

Child likes to perform plays
Any comments on performances?
,

Child enjoys puzzles
Any comments about puzzles?

Child dresses up (doctor, royalty,
fire/police)
Any comments about dressing up?
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Plays with tool toys
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Disagree

Not Sure

Agree

Strongly
Agree

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Any comments about tools?

Sings songs
T¥hat songs does your child sing?

Enjoys dancing
Any comments about dancing?

Plays with toy cars/trucks
Any comments about cars/trucks?

Plays with trains

Any comments about playing with trains?

Child plays with stuffed animals

0

Any comments about what your child plays with stuffed animals?

Child pretends to be an animal

0

0

Any comments about what animals your child pretends to be:

Child likes fairy tales

0

0

Any comments about whatfai,y tales your child likes?
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Child pretends to be a spaceperson
or soldier
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Disagree

0

Not Sure

Agree

Strongly
Agree

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Any comments about your child pretending?

Plays with dolls such as a robot

0

Any comments about what your child plays while playing with robot or action dolls?

Plays with dolls such as Barbie dolls

0

0

0

0

0

Any comments about what your child play while playing with Barbie dolls?

Likes to play house

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Any comments about playing house?

Plays soccer, basketball, or baseball

Any comments about soccer, basketball, baseball, etc?

Likes to build with blocks or Legos

0

Any comments about what y our child likes to build?

Child likes to drnw/create art pjeces
Any comments about drawing/art?

Plays with magnet toys

'

Comments on how your child plays with magnet toys?
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Child likes to play school

0
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Disagree

0

Any comments on how your child likes to play in school?

Tell me anything else about your child's interests:

Not Sure

0

Agree

0

Strongly
Agree

0
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Appendix B
Child Interview
Sex: M F

# --Are you a boy or a girl?

Boy

Girl

What is your favorite color? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are your favorite toys to play with? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

When you go to the store to buy a new toy, is there a section for boys and a section for girls?
How do you know?

Toy

Girl (G), Boy (B), Both {BT)
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